
Fancy Felt and Lace Ring Cushion
Instructions No. 573
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 20 Minutes

The most important thing on the day of the wedding are the rings. They are safely stored on this extraordinary ring pillow and will certainly not get lost.

Here's how it works  

Making a top hat

Cut out a circle with Ø 12 cm and a strip of 38 x 11.5 cm from black Textile
felt . For the brim you will also need a circle of Ø 17 cm from Textile felt and
from the black Felt sheet . Cut out the inner circle of Ø 11 cm from both
circles.

Cut along the long side of the Textile felt-strip about 1.5 cm deep serrations.
Glue the short sides together with hot glue and reinforce the edge with a
cross stitch. Glue the prongs under the thick felt blank of the brim with hot
glue and cover with the thin testile felt blank. Glue the felt circle as a base
under the cylinder. Clean the edge of the brim with Chenille wire .

Cushion for the wedding rings

Cut the plugging compound to size, pad it with some filling cotton wool and
glue the silk over it. Lace ribbon around the silk and fix everything with
strawflower needles. Glue the silk "cushion" into the cylinder. Glue the glass
wax beads to the ends of the support wires, shorten the wires to 5 cm, prick
one satin floret each and put the wires in the space in between. Sew two
satin ribbons by hand on the cushion and fix the rings with them.

Article number Article name Qty
658324-70 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmBlack 1
650120-40 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmBlack 1
340213 Silk "Crêpe Satin 12,5", 92 cm breit 0.2
412124-80 Satin ribbon, 3 mmWhite 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
643405-80 Glass wax beads, Ø 4 mm, 100 piecesPearl White 1
706605-01 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsWhite 1
650519-01 VBS Chenille wire, 10 piecesBlack 1
601399 Dry-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1
391214 Gütermann sewing thread set "All-purpose sewing thread", 7 x 100 m 1
360340 Prym embroidery needle assortment, with lace 1
232395 Sewing needles extra long, set of 6 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
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